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Abstract
Millions Saved (2016) is a new edition of detailed case studies on the attributable impact of global
health programs at scale. As an input to the book, this paper provides an independent assessment of
the cost-effectiveness of a selection of the cases using ex post information from impact evaluations,
with the objective of illustrating how economic evaluation can be used in decision making and
to provide further evidence on the extent of health gains produced for the funding provided. We
reviewed the evidence and calculated the averted disease burden and cost-effectiveness for a selected
group of public health successes, finding that large health gains have been achieved in programs that
represent good value for money. Since these cases represent known successes, this is to be expected;
however, some key issues emerge. In many cases, estimates of cost-effectiveness are not available for
programs at scale and thus estimating efficiency losses and scale-up dynamics is only possible with
modeling and by making large assumptions. When assessed in reference to the GDP per capita of
the country, many of the programs compare favorably, though the GDP per capita threshold may
not be the correct figure for making decisions. Health systems and sectoral interventions, such as
those that address access to care or provide resources directly (e.g. cash transfers), present difficulties
when estimating standard measures of cost-effectiveness. These difficulties can be partially
overcome with high quality studies that evaluate implementation or by using alternative measures of
efficiency such as those relating to administrative efficiency. The lessons learned from calculating the
cost-effectiveness for many scaled-up programs across a range of health areas and country settings
provides lessons for future considerations of the value of scaling up effective health interventions in
national health programs.
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Over the last decade, there has been a large increase of impact evaluations in health, studies
that measure and establish the attributable impact of newly-introduced technologies and
interventions on health outcomes in low- and middle-income countries. However, no matter
how effective a particular intervention may be, without information on the costs alongside
the benefits, it is impossible to establish whether an investment is worth the money. The
analysis of benefits net of costs, or cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA), is generally done ex
ante since a primary goal of such analysis is to inform decisions about intervention adoption.
CEA conducted ex post, which is generally done for impact evaluation, may provide
information about implementation and context that accounts for health system
characteristics or political economy.
The third edition of the Millions Saved book (MS3) provides detailed case studies of global
health successes and a few disappointments at scale [1]. As a part of this book, an
independent assessment of cost-effectiveness of a selection of cases was conducted that uses
ex post information from impact assessment. The objective is to show how economic
evaluation can be used in decision making for at-scale programs and provide further
evidence as to how successful (or unsuccessful) they were.
To be included in MS3, a case had to meet several criteria that were assessed in consultation
with global health experts. One of the selection criteria was whether the case could show
attributable impact in terms of improving health outcome. A second criteria for case
selection was whether the case is considered good value for money. In general, this was
assessed qualitatively by the expert group and a quantitative estimate of the value for money
was still deemed useful. Only a subset of MS3’s case studies were selected for an original
economic evaluation analysis. The specific cases were chosen based reasons of data
availability and analytical tractability. Twelve of the 22 total cases that were featured in MS3
were selected. The cases are grouped according to four categories: medicine and technology
roll-out, expanding access to health services, targeted cash transfers to improve health, and
population-wide behavior change. All of the successful programs in the ‘Medicine and
Technology Roll-Out’ (n=6) and the ‘Population-Wide Behavior Change’ (n=4) categories
were included as they were the most likely to deal with a single health problem and have a
tractable attributable impact.
From the other two categories, ‘Expanding Access to Health Services’ and ‘Targeted Cash
Transfers to Improve Health’, one case from each was selected to estimate the averted
burden and cost-effectiveness. These were the Plan Nacer program in Argentina and the
Orphans and Vulnerable Children Cash Transfer (CT-OVC) program in Kenya. The CTOVC case was selected because of the availability of health impact estimates that were
attributable to the intervention and Plan Nacer was selected because there was existing
economic evaluation evidence. The selection of only two cases for economic evaluation in
these two categories, which feature more complex and non-biomedical interventions shows
the limitation of standard methods of economic evaluation for these intervention scenarios.
This work serves as a starting point for understanding the impact and efficiency associated
with the selected cases in the MS3 in terms of averted health burden as well as the costs per
health impact, but it should be stressed that these are approximate results. Decision-makers
who would use such information should conduct or account for further detailed economic
evaluations that relate to their specific settings.
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We reviewed relevant published literature and databases for studies in low and middleincome countries that provide evidence for the cost-effectiveness of the chosen MS3 cases.
We attempted to identify all possible relevant evidence on related costs and health outcomes.
In many cases, the published evidence that was needed came from different country settings
that was translated to the country of interest. The following databases were searched:






The Disease Control Priorities Project 2nd Edition (DCP2) [2]
The Cochrane Library [3]
Tufts CEA Registry [4]
Google Scholar
PubMed/Medline

Although our review of the literature was not systematic, additional searching through the
citations of relevant papers and consultations with experts were conducted to identify
relevant evidence for each case. While some key published evidence will have certainly been
missed, we are fairly confident that most key evidence has been considered.

The health impact for each case was obtained from the attributable estimate from impact
evaluations. This gave us an incremental estimate of the health benefits accounting for a
counterfactual situation. The estimates of health benefit were usually provided in natural
units such as deaths or cases of illness averted. These were then translated to a single,
summary unit of health, the disability adjusted life year (DALY). The DALY was selected
because it accounts for both morbidity and mortality and is a summary measure of the total
health burden averted across cases. The DALY is the standard measure used to estimate
disease burden by the World Health Organization (WHO), the global burden of disease
project (GBD), and the Disease Control Priorities Network (DCP)1 [5-7]
Conceptually, DALYs can be thought of as the shortfall from healthy (disease-free) life.
There are several key parameters used for calculating DALYs, which are: maximum lifespan,
age-weighting, and discount rate. These parameters can be set by the analyst and
recommendations for the value of each has changed over time. For the purposes of MS3, we
used the recommended DALY parameters from the latest estimates of disease burden from
the World Health Organization [8]. The WHO recommends using no age-weighting, no
discounting and a maximum lifespan of 86 years when presenting estimates of disease
burden. When the DALYs are entered into calculations for cost-effectiveness analysis, we
additionally discount them at a rate of 3%.
For case studies where there were no readily available figures for the averted natural health
outcomes, a mathematical disease model was constructed to estimate the number of averted
cases of disease and deaths. The disease models were populated with parameters from the
literature review. To the best degree possible, the models were parametrized with

1DCP3

is a collaborator on the Millions Saved Third Edition project along with CGD.
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information from the case country, however, in several cases where data could not be found
or did not exist, parameters were obtained from studies in other settings (e.g. neighboring or
regional countries) that were plausibly similar.
For each estimate of health impact, whether reported in the literature or calculated in a
model, we document the target population and intervention coverage, which can be used to
understand the total averted disease burden. We defined the target population as those
people in a given geographic area where the intervention or program was implemented who
are in the age range of potentially affected by the health condition or who would potentially
receive the intervention. For example, in the case of ART in Botswana, the target population
is the entire country population over 18 years old as this was the population used in the
impact evaluation [9]. When total population estimates were not provided by the case impact
evaluations, we modeled the target population using the country population from the closest
year as the impact evaluation for appropriate age group from the United Nations Population
Division database [10]. When estimates were calculated across multiple years, the analysis
followed the target population of a single annual cohort over a given time horizon. For
example, in the ART case, the population older than 18 years old in year 1 became the
population of 19 year olds in year 2 and no replacement cohort entered as new 18 year olds.
For coverage, we used information from the scale-up of the intervention when it was
available to estimate the averted burden. For cases that lacked coverage information, we
assumed that the intervention was introduced to the entire target population. In these cases
the analysis provides an upper-limit estimate of the averted health burden.
Information on the key parameters used in each case are shown in the first four columns of
Table 1. The table shows the time horizon over which the analysis was conducted, the target
population and the key health outcomes used. In several interventions with lifelong
protection, such as the prevention of Hepatitis B in China, lifetime sequelae from the illness
were also counted in the DALYs. The latter columns of Table 1 are discussed subsequently
in the Results section.

The costs represent the value of resources that are required to carry out a given activity. We
adopted a standard approach of presenting the costs of the activities related to the
intervention from the perspective of a health system. Cost data for each case were found in
different formats. In several cases, the total budget figures for the program were known, in
which case a total program cost could be estimated. In other cases where total costs were
not reported, unit costs from the literature were identified. Using these costs, the implied
reference case is the ‘status quo’ when for the cost-effectiveness analysis. This assumes that
the program’s costs – like the approach to benefits described above – are assumed to be
incremental to a ‘do nothing’ scenario. This is unlikely to be accurate in the real-world and
the costs of relevant alternative programs, as well as the opportunity costs, should be
incorporated when conducting these analysis for decision makers.
To standardize costs, we converted them to a common currency unit and year (2014 United
States dollars). As did not estimate costs from averting future illness or the time cost to
patients and caregivers, the costs only represents the financial costs, not the economic costs,
of the program. The costs here should be understood as the best estimate of resources used
to implement the intervention.
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A basic cost-effectiveness analysis was also conducted for several of the cases. The costeffectiveness analysis used the parameters listed in Box 1 in each analysis.
Box 1. Key Cost-Effectiveness Parameters
Parameter

Description

1. Perspective

Provider or health system, generally
public provider/government

2. Target Population

Population at risk for having the
illness and for which the
intervention is relevant (e.g. underfives, school age, etc.)

3. Time Horizon

Length of the case-study program.
For several illnesses, long-term
outcomes past the length of the
program were also modeled

4. Base case scenario

No intervention. Here, the
recommendations from the WHO’s
generalized cost-effectiveness
analysis guidelines are used [11]

5. Sensitivity Analysis

None provided in this report

A cost-effectiveness ratio can either be presented as an average ratio, which looks at the
value of the total costs divided by the total effects of the program or intervention, or as an
incremental value of the costs and effects compared to another scenario. Average ratios
provide information for understanding the general level of value for money of a given
intervention, while incremental ratios are best for making decisions about introducing a new
intervention in comparison to other intervention options [11]. Our estimates use the averted
disease burden and the resource costs from the perspective of the health system (or
government) of the program to provide an approximate incremental cost-effectiveness ratio,
however, since we use only a comparison to the status quo, or ‘no intervention’, scenario,
further decisions should attempt to include all relevant comparator interventions.
For determining whether an intervention is cost-effective or not, the cost-effectiveness ratio
is assessed against a threshold value. There is, however, debate about what this threshold
value should represent [12]. A commonly employed threshold is a range of one to three
times a country’s gross domestic product (GDP) per capita. In this case, any intervention
with a cost-effectiveness ratio (in terms of dollars/DALY averted) less than this figure is
deemed ‘very cost-effective’ and any estimate less than three times the GDP per capita is
deemed ‘cost-effective’ [13]. Other threshold values may take account of the opportunity
costs for health, which in a health budget represents the inverse of the marginal productivity
4

of health spending [14]. These have been used in several high income countries but have not
yet been implemented in low and middle income countries [15]. For this reason, we note
what the GDP per capita of the country setting is as a reference point, however we
recommend that implementation considerations be made based on further evidence of real
opportunity costs.

The fifth and sixth columns of Table 1 give estimates of the averted deaths and DALYs
from the different programs. There were 513,481 total deaths averted from the 12 programs.
The total averted deaths were driven by several programs that had high impacts on averted
deaths. The top two were the Avahan program in India, which averted 202,000 deaths and
implementation of ART in Botswana, which averted 143,637 deaths. This highlights the
severity of HIV/AIDS in terms of mortality and its harmful impact on population-wide
mortality in Sub-Saharan Africa. The Hepatitis B vaccination program in China also averted
a large number of deaths, 93,200, followed by programs for malaria prevention in Zambia
(29,900), tobacco control in Thailand (29,357) and the Menafrivac program in Chad (12,469).
While we do not draw comparisons across cases, these figures do give a sense of which
programs will have large impacts on mortality and which will have benefits that mainly come
from reductions in morbidity. They also highlight that for some programs, deriving
attributable estimates of averted burden is difficult. For example, for the CT-OVC program
in Kenya, no estimate of averted deaths was found in the literature.
The total DALYs averted for the programs was found to be 18,921,455. The estimates vary
predictably across cases, though again the importance of averting HIV/AIDS mortality is
seen to provide some of the largest estimates, with over 8 million DALYs averted for the
ART program in Botswana and over 3 million DALYs averted for the Avahan program in
India. All of the programs averted DALYs that were at the least in the tens of thousands.
The importance of averting morbidity is also captured with the DALY estimates and
programs that had relatively few deaths averted, such as the deworming program in Kenya
and Plan Nacer in Argentina averted large numbers of DALYs, 99,568 and 72,800
respectively.
In an extended table in the Appendix, the DALY estimates are compared to estimates from
the WHO’s Global Health Estimates (GHE) effort [16]. Note that the GHE estimates do
not align perfectly with the program estimates since they are presented for the entire disease
burden in the closest possible year to program implementation.

The last column of Table 1 shows results for the cost-effectiveness for each case study. For
the ‘Medicine and Technology Roll-out’ category, the cost-effectiveness ratios in terms of
dollars per DALY averted for all cases was less than or equal to USD $100 per DALY. This
result highlights that low price biomedical interventions with proven impact shown to be
attractive investments when introduced successfully at scale. This finding should be
understood in the context that the cases were selected because they were considered “costeffective”. Piso Firme was the one case in the ‘Medicine and Technology Roll-out’ category
where a cost-effectiveness ratio could not be calculated. The authors of the impact
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evaluation, however, found that for a single Mexican state, Piso Firme cost about $150 per
household and this compares favorably with the cost for achieving similar education
outcomes in Latin American cash transfer programs [17].
In the ‘Expanding Access to Health Services’ category, the case of Argentina’s Plan Nacer
had an original cost-effectiveness estimate calculated as part of the impact evaluation. We
used these results for our study because the impact evaluation was conducted during the
project scale-up. The study is notable because it is one of the only studies to estimate the
cost-effectiveness of a structural health systems intervention. This has rarely been done even
in developed countries [18]. It is important to keep in mind, however, the question of ‘what
is cost-effective?’ when considering Plan Nacer and that this depends on how the program
compares with alternative investments. For example, the cost-effectiveness of a performance
incentive program could be compared with a similar increase in funds that does not have
performance elements. Likewise, the cost-effectiveness could be assessed for an increase in
expenditure in addition to adding performance incentives if the program.
Calculating the cost-effectiveness in terms of health outcomes of the cash transfer programs
included in the ‘Targeted Cash Transfers to Improve Health’ section is similarly problematic
because of the multiple development objectives underlying these interventions. In this case,
efficiency is measured in terms of the cost-transfer ratio (CTR), which is a measure of
administrative efficiency (cost of the program divided by the amount of the transfer). Here,
the CTR value below one means that the program is cheaper than the amount of monetary
benefit disbursed. In comparison with the CTR of other cash transfer programs, the CTR of
the Kenya CT-OVC falls within the range that is generally seen of 0.1 to 0.5 [19]. The CTR,
however, is an aggregated measure, pooled across the entire program, and needs to be
considered in terms of when in the program life it is calculated. For example, at the start of
program, the CTR will be much higher due to fixed capital and other start-up costs [20].
In the ‘Population-Wide Behavior Change’ category, all of the interventions appeared
relatively cost-effective. The cases of tobacco control in Thailand and Avahan in India fell
under USD $100 per DALY while sanitation in Indonesia was $213 per DALY and helmets
were around $1,200 per DALY. These results were similar to those estimates found in the
literature, although our estimate of the cost-effectiveness of helmets was higher than those
seen in other studies. This may be due to underestimation of the health impacts, which are
difficult to measure. For this helmet intervention, we used data for averted deaths from
police data, that are typically known to be under-reported [21].
Finally, for all programs we note that the cost-effectiveness ratios appear to be favorable in
terms of the broad comparison to the GDP per capita of each country, with most
interventions falling well under one times the GDP per capita. Only in the case of helmets
for Vietnam was the ratio even close to the GDP per capita. While this is promising, and in
some sense expected, the GDP per capita threshold is also criticized as a threshold measure
for making cost-effectiveness conclusions [22]. Estimating a true cost-effectiveness
threshold for health budgets in low and middle-income countries is difficult and is rarely
explicit even in high income countries. An exception is the threshold calculated in the
United Kingdom and used by the National Institutes of Clinical Excellence (NICE) when
deciding which interventions to fund through the National Health Service [23]. That being
said, the use of a GDP per capita threshold is used widely in global health and does
represent an estimate that incorporates a broad willingness to pay (WTP) perspective.
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A finding of this work is that estimating the cost-effectiveness of programs ex post, is a
difficult task that is not usually undertaken. This is highlighted by the fact that we could not
find cost-effectiveness estimates for many of the programs that were conducted at scale,
with the one exception being Plan Nacer in Argentina. In each case, we estimated the disease
burden and the costs according to available data or with simplifying assumptions.
Understanding the value in terms of health benefits per dollar of a program is critical for
policymakers and for achieving the most efficiency in terms of available resources. In most
cases, cost-effectiveness is assessed prior to an intervention or very early on in a program’s
life, if at all. In these pilot phase projects, the constraints to the program’s effectiveness may
be different than it would be during the scale up and wider roll-out. It is possible that as it is
scaled up, the program would become more inefficient as leakages are magnified due to the
larger scale. On the other hand, the program could become even more efficient over time as
program learning reduces the level of leakage and economies of scale are realized [24].
The issue of how effectiveness may decline in larger programs has already been documented
in some education programs where external validity of an impact evaluation of a
development program at small scale disappears when it is scaled up [25]. There is no reason
why this impact should not be seen for health programs as well as for education.
Generally, all of the programs are deemed cost-effective according to the literature that was
found in our search, but there could also be further considerations of costs and benefits that
refine or provide insights into the cost-effectiveness of these programs. Difficult to measure
costs, such as the cost of policy irreversibility, might be included if the programs are
modeled using different approaches that account for options value [26].
In terms of quantifying impacts, there may be benefits that may not be captured by scaled
policies such as cross-sector benefits and spillovers (either positive or negative). This is
especially the case for interventions that are designed to address cross-sector issues (e.g. cash
transfers). Certain health issues may also have relatively large spillovers, which is typically not
accounted for in impact evaluations. In the example of deworming in Kenya, the issue of
spillovers is considered to be quite important due to the infectious nature of the pathogen
and the potential for protection from herd immunity. Spillover benefits have also been seen
to be quite important in the case of smoking. For some issues, such as non-communicable
diseases or road traffic injuries (e.g. Vietnam helmets), the benefits are mainly internalized,
so we could be more confident in excluding them from the cost-effectiveness estimation.
Putting the costs and effects together, it is also not as straightforward to compare a scaled
program to other programs incrementally as is done for biomedical interventions [27]. For
this reason, our results may not provide a clear picture of how efficient the program is with
regards to other potential interventions. Future work might also look at how the costeffectiveness of each program is also related to a well-functioning health system. Specifically,
this may have implications for the cost of implementation if a country needs to invest in
human resources, infrastructure and other indirect program costs.

We reviewed the evidence and calculated the averted disease burden and cost-effectiveness
for a selected group of public health successes. The results show that large health gains have
been achieved in programs that represent good value for money. Since these cases represent
known successes, this is to be expected; however, some relevant issues emerge. In many
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cases, estimates of cost-effectiveness are not available for programs at scale and thus
estimating efficiency losses and scale-up dynamics is only possible with modeling and by
making large assumptions. When assessed in reference to the GDP per capita of the country,
many of the programs compare favorably, though the GDP per capita threshold may not be
the correct figure for making decisions. Health systems and sectoral interventions, such as
those that address access to care or provide resources directly (e.g. cash transfers), present
difficulties when estimating standard measures of cost-effectiveness. These difficulties can
partially be overcome with high quality studies that evaluate implementation or by using
alternative measures of efficiency such as those relating to administrative efficiency. The
lessons learned from calculating the cost-effectiveness for many scaled-up programs across a
range of health areas and country settings provides lessons for future considerations of the
value of scaling up effective health interventions in national health programs.
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Table 1. Estimated Health Impacts and Economic Evaluation

Program

Time
Horizon

Target
Population

Key Health
Outcomes

Deaths
Averted

DALYs
Averted

Cost-Effectiveness
Ratio
(USD$/DALY)

MEDICINE AND TECHNOLOGY ROLL-OUT
ART in
Botswana

20022010

Over-18
population
of Botswana
Under-30
population
of Chad

Morbidity and
Mortality from
AIDS
Morbidity and
Mortality from
acute
meningitis
Morbidity and
Mortality from
Hepatocellular
Carcinoma,
Cirrhosis,
acute infection
Morbidity
from soiltransmitted
helminths and
schistosomiasis

143,637

8,116,079

475

MenAfriVac in
Chad

2011 2013

12,469

875,844

96.36

HepB vaccine
in China

2003 –
2009

Western and
Middle
Provinces of
China,
under-fives

93,200

3,100,000

3.33

De-worming in
Kenya

2012
(year of
scale up)

All schoolage children
in Kenya

NA

99,568

56.63

Malaria Control
in Zambia

20012010

Under-fives
in Zambia

Morbidity and
Mortality from
acute Malaria

29,900

2,500,000

13.50

Piso Firme in
Mexico

20072013

Mexican
households
with dirt
floors,
population
under 6
years old

Diarrhea
morbidity and
mortality,
Anaemia
morbidity

408

34,248

NA

EXPANDING ACCESS TO HEALTH SERVICES
Plan Nacer
Argentina

20052008

Newborn
population
in 7
provinces in
northern
Argentina

Neonatal
mortality and
low birth
weight
morbidity

11

733

72,800

$814

TARGETED CASH TRANSFERS TO IMPROVE HEALTH
CT-OVC in
Kenya

20072009

Households
with an
orphan or
vulnerable
child

Delayed sexual
debut, reduced
likelihood of
multiple sexual
partners and
early
pregnancy
among girls,
and improved
mental health
among boys

NA

NA

CTR of 0.34

POPULATION-WIDE BEHAVIOR CHANGE
Helmets in
Vietnam

2008
(single
year)

Entire
country, all
ages

Sanitation in
Indonesia

2007 2010

Tobacco
Control in
Thailand

19912006

East Java
Indonesia,
population
under 5
Entire
Thailand
population,
ages 15 and
over

Avahan HIV in
India

20042008

Entire
Avahan area,
83 districts

Injuries and
Deaths from
traffic
accidents
Diarrhea
morbidity and
mortality

1,557

90,582

1,248

220

18,666

213

Deaths and
morbidity
averted from
COPD, Lung
Cancer and
Cardiovascular
Disease
Morbidity and
Mortality from
AIDS

29,357

541,695

75.40

202,000

3,471,973

46.00

Note: The cost-effectiveness of Plan Nacer was conducted by the researchers who also
conducted the impact analysis, Gertler et al. 2014. CTR is the cash-transfer ratio. NA means
that no significant health impact measure
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Table EXT.1. Detail: Estimates of Deaths and DALYs averted
Program

Time
Horizon

Target
Population

Key Health
Outcomes

Deaths
Averted

DALYs
Averted

Putting DALYs into context

Cost/[unit]
(USD)

Cost per DALY ratio
($financial/DALY)

Putting ICER into Context

Medicine and Technology Roll-Out
ART in
Botswana
(2012 GDP
per capita:
USD $7,255)

20022010

Over-18
population of
Botswana

Morbidity and
Mortality from
AIDS

143,637

8,116,079

WHO GHE estimates
1,078,100 DALYs from AIDS
in 2000 and 324,600 DALYs
from AIDS in 2012 in
Botswana [16].

$813 million

$475

MenAfriVac
in Chad
(2012 GDP
per capita:
USD $1,053)

2011 2013

Under-30
population of
Chad

Morbidity and
Mortality from
acute meningitis

12,469

875,844

WHO GHE estimates 456,700
DALYs from Acute Meningitis
in Chad population <30 in
2012 [16].

Budget: $70
million for MVP
creation and to
develop vaccine
$1.40 per
vaccinated
person (LaForce
2011)

96.36

HepB
vaccine in
China (2012
GDP per
capita: USD
$6,092)

2003 –
2009

Western and
Middle
Provinces of
China,
under-fives

Morbidity and
Mortality from
Hepatocellular
Carcinoma,
Cirrhosis, acute
infection

93,200

3,100,000

$10,345,200
Budget: Initial 5
year estimated
project cost =
$76 million

$3.33

De-worming
in Kenya
(2012 GDP
per capita:
USD $1,165)

2012
(year of
scale up)

All schoolage children
in Kenya

Morbidity from
soil-transmitted
helmiths and
schistosemiasis

NA

99,568

WHO GHE estimates
1,479,400 DALYs from acute
HepB in all ages in 2000.
9,757,700 DALYs from Liver
Ca in 2000 in all ages and
4,587,500 DALYs from
Cirrhosis in all ages in 2000
[16].
WHO GHE estimates 154,934
DALYs in 2000 in children
ages 5-14. This declines to
40,267 DALYs in 2012 in
children ages 5-14 [16].

NA

$56.63
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Laxminarayan 2006 (DCP2):
$350/DALY - $1494/DALY [2].
Granich 2012 in ZA find anywhere
from cost-saving to $1400/DALY [28].
Kahn 2011 find $200/DALY in ZA
[29].
Bovier 1999 et al. Finds routine
polysaccharide vaccination is about
$50/QALY and about $1200 per fatal
case in SSA [30].
Laforce and Okwo-Bele – Evidence
that switching to conjugate vaccine is
cost-saving because of improved
duration of effect over polysaccharide
vaccine [31].
DCP2: $23,520/DALY (table 2.B.2,
from deaths averted only) [2].
Griffiths 2005:
$36/DALY (undiscounted DALY);
$47/DALY (discounted DALY) [32].

DCP2: $3/DALY with range
$2/DALY - $9/DALY (albendazole, a.
trichuris & hookworm); $336/DALY $692/DALY (praziquantel only,
schisto);$8/DALY - $19/DALY (
albendazole + praziquantel) [2].
Brooker 2008 et al. US$3.19/case
anaemia averted (Uganda) [33].
Givewell: $28.19-$70.48/DALY
(schisto); $82.54/DALY (STH) [34].
J-PAL: US$4.55/DALY [35].

Malaria in
Zambia
(2012 GDP
per capita:
USD $1,771)

20012010

All newborns
in Zambia

Morbidity and
Mortality from
acute Malaria

29,900

2,500,000

WHO GHE 760,100 DALYs
from malaria in 2000 in
Zambia in all ages (697,800 of
these are in 0-4 years). [16].

Budget: Total
budget of $60
million, including
in-kind
contributions
and $25 million
from MOH

$13.5

DCP2: ITN: $11/DALY, range
$5/DALY - $17/DALY; IRS:
$17/DALY, range $9/DALY $24/DALY; IPTI: $19/DALY, range
$13/DALY - $24/DALY (with
sulfadoxine pyrimethamine, with other
drug $2-$11/DALY; ACT:
<$150/DALY (change from
choloquine, will get worse over time
though) [2].
Van Vugt 2011 et al. (review): IPTI:
$2.90-$39.63/DALY (Conteh); IPTp:
$1/DALY (Mbonye, Sicuri) [36].
White 2011 et al (review): ITN:
$27/DALY (8.15-110), IRS:
$143/DALY (135-150), IPT:
$24/DALY (1.08-44.24), (note: all CE
ratios are provider perspective) [37].

Piso Firme in
Mexico (2012
GDP per
capita: USD
$9,817)

20072013

Mexican
households
with dirt
floors,
population
under 6 years
old

Diarrhea
morbidity and
mortality

408

34,248

WHO GHE estimates 178,100
DALYs from diarrheal disease
in Mexico in 2012 [16].

NA

NA

NA

NA

$814/DALY, range
$442-5,086/DALY

NA

CTR of 0.34

NA

Expanding Access to Health Services
Plan Nacer
Argentina
(2012 GDP
per capita:
USD
$13,693)

20052008

Newborn
population in
7 provinces
in northern
Argentina

Neonatal
mortality and
low birth
weight
morbidity

733

72,800

WHO GHE estimates 237,800
DALYs from neonatal
conditions in 0-4 years in 2000
(all, not specific for deaths)
[16].

Targeted Cash Transfers to Improve Health
CT-OVC in
Kenya (2012
GDP per
capita: USD
$1,165)

20072009

Households
with an
orphan or
vulnerable
child

Delayed sexual
debut, reduced
likelihood of
multiple sexual
partners and
early pregnancy
among girls,
and improved
mental health
among boys

NA

NA

NA

Budget:
776,677,119
KSH for 20062009 pilot
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Population-wide Behavior Change
Helmets in
Vietnam
(2012 GDP
per capita:
USD $1,755)
Sanitation in
Indonesia
(2012 GDP
per capita:
USD $3,551)
Tobacco in
Thailand
(2012 GDP
per capita:
USD $5,479)

2008
(single
year)

Entire
country, all
ages

Injuries and
Deaths from
traffic accidents

1,557

90,582

WHO GHE estimates
1,270,400 DALYs from road
injury in all ages in Vietnam in
2012 [16].

NA

1,248

$467/DALY (Thailand) [2].

2007 2010

East Java
Indonesia,
population
under 5

Diarrhea
morbidity and
mortality

220

18,666

WHO GHE estimates 930,100
DALYs from Diarrhea in 0-4
year in Indonesia in 2012 [16].

$13,989,000

213

19912006

Entire
Thailand
population,
ages 15 and
over

Deaths and
morbidity
averted from
COPD, Lung
Cancer and
Cardiovascular
Disease

29,357

541,695

NA

75.40

Avahan –
India (2012
GDP per
capita: USD
$1,503)

20042008

Entire
Avahan area,
83 districts

Morbidity and
mortality from
AIDS

202,000
HIV
infectio
ns
averted

3,471,973

WHO GHE 2000: lung cancers
- 340,000 DALYs. COPD 675,000 DALYs. CVD 2,738,000 DALYs [16].
WHO GHE 2012: lung cancers
- 467,000 DALYs. COPD 739,000 DALYs. CVD –
3,151,000 DALYs [16].
WHO GHE 2000: HIV/AIDS
6,377,000 DALYs [16].
WHO GHE 2012: HIV/AIDS
8,041,000 DALYs [16].

$158,570,000
Vassall 2014:
$327/person
reached in the 4
years of the
program.

46

$4,185/DALY, range $1,974$6,390/DALY (Improved
infrastructure for at least 5 years).
$141/DALY, range $11-$270/DALY,
low cost latrines where needed [2].
Price interventions: $22/DALY, range
$13-195/DALY globally. (range, $3$142/DALY in LMIC). Non-Price
interventions: $353/DALY (non-price
e.g. advertising bans, smoking
restrictions, supply reduction, health
information).NRT: $396/DALY, range
$54-$674/DALY [38].
DCP2: VTC: $14-$261/DALY; Peer
education for high-risk groups (SWs
and IDUs): $1-$74/DALY; Social
marketing condoms: $19-$205/DALY;
PMTCT with nevirapine: $192/DALY
range $7-$377/DALY; STI treatment:
$57/DALY range $9-$105/DALY;
ART treatment: $10-$500/DALY;
Home care: $673/DALY; ART in low
adherence: $922/DALY range $350$1494/DALY; Treat opportunistic
infection: $156/DALY range $3$310/DALY; Chandrashekar 2012 et al
(ppt) $18-329/DALY[2].

Note: CTR: cash-transfer ratio, is the ratio of resources to the total amount of the transfer.
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The following 10 sections in this appendix provide more details about the modeling approaches, assumptions
made and key references for the calculation of disease burden and costs that went into the consideration of
cost-effectiveness. Estimates for the case of Plan Nacer in Argentina and the case of cash transfers for
orphans and vulnerable children in Kenya are not included here as estimates were taken directly from other
sources.

I. Model Details
Disease burden
We began by taking the 2002 population in Botswana over the age of 18. We used population estimates from
the UN Population Division and apportioned the 5 year age groups equally into single year age groups. We
followed the initial 2002 cohort until the year 2010 and also assumed that future cohorts were the same in
terms of population size [10].
The population that was positive for HIV/AIDS was estimated using a prevalence rate of 25%. We assume
that this prevalence remains constant for the remainder of the time period, which is a plausible assumption
when looking at the data from UNAIDS for Botswana. In a situation where Masa is not implemented, we use
a case-fatality rate (CFR) of 12.8% for the HIV/AIDS positive population [9]. To find the avertable deaths, a
CFR of 2.7% was used in the scenario where ART is available in Botswana. Years of life lost were calculated
from the age of death and a maximum life span of 86 years. Years of life with disability (YLD) were
calculated using a disability weight of 0.547 for HIV/AIDs patients not on ART. We find that this is reduced
to 0.053 when patients are on ART [39].
Box 1.1
Model Parameters Perspective: Provider







Modeling approach: Simulated cohort of 2002 population
Timeframe: 2002-2010
Target population: Botswana population >18 years
Health outcomes: HIV morbidity and mortality
Currency unit: US$
Summary health measure: Disability-adjusted life year (DALY)

Key Assumptions



All HIV/AIDS positive people were eligible for the Masa program.
Masa is scaled up in the first year (2002) and maintains full coverage for the entire
period.

Costs of the Program
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The Masa program costs $357 per patient for the government in 2011 [40]. This unit cost was multiplied by
the projected patients who receive ART. This is 238,000 people in 2002 representing 2.28 million patientyears for the period 2002-2011. Using the $357 unit costs gives a total program cost of $813 million.
II. Results
The total deaths averted for the Botswana HIV/AIDS population is 143,637 which gives 8,116,079 DALYs
averted. Taking the total costs into account gives a cost-effectiveness ratio of $100.29 per DALY averted.
Table 1.1
Infections
Averted
NA

Deaths
Averted
143,637

DALYs
Averted

Cost/[unit]
([currency])

8,116,079

$813 million

ICER ($/DALY)
100.29

I. Model Details
Disease burden
The burden of disease attributable to meningitis A prior to vaccine introduction and after introduction was
calculated using the incidence of meningitis A reported by Daugla and colleagues [41]. Pre-vaccine incidence
was 43.8 per 100,000 population and post-vaccine incidence was 2.48 per 100,000 population. Population
estimates for Chad in 2010 were taken from the UN Population Division database [10].
In each situation of pre and post-vaccine, the case-fatality rate (CFR) of 11.6% was used to calculate the total
number of deaths [42]. The estimate of CFR has a high level of uncertainty and is expected to vary by age
group as well as access to medical care [30].
Costs
While there are no available canned estimates for the provider costs for MenAfriVac in Chad, the vaccine is
cheap, at around $0.40 per dose, which increases to $1.40 per dose with the addition of injection material as
well as operational and infrastructure costs [31].
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Box 2.1
Model Parameters








Perspective: Provider
Modeling approach: Simulated cohort
Timeframe: 2011-2013
Target population: Population under 30 in Chad.
Health outcomes: Acute meningitis A morbidity and mortality.
Currency unit: US$
Summary health measure: Disability-adjusted life year (DALY)

Key Assumptions



Scale-up of the MenAfriVac vaccine in Chad in 2011 was nearly instantaneous.
The CFR of meningitis A does not vary with the incidence of disease.

II. Results
Results from this modeling exercise are provided in the following table.
Table 2.1
Deaths
Averted
12,469

DALYs
Averted
875,844

Cost/[unit]
([currency])
NA

ICER ($/DALY)
96.36

I. Model Details
Disease burden
The number of deaths averted from the China GAVI Project (CGP) was taken from a study that assessed the
impact over the years 2003 to 2009 [43]. This study provided an estimate of the total Hepatitis B related
deaths averted in the CGP provinces from all vaccination activities as well as an estimate of the averted
Hepatitis B deaths that are attributed to the CGP program. The total estimated averted burden was 680,000
deaths and CGP-attributable averted burden was 93,200 for the years 2003-2009 [43].
The causes of the averted deaths were estimated according to the cause-specific distribution of deaths [43].
The three causes of death that represent the majority of the mortality attributed to Hepatitis B are:
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), Cirrhosis and Fulminant infection.
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The years of life lived in disability (YLD) were calculated for each of the three causes of mortality according
to estimates in the literature of the duration of illness and the associated disability weight [32, 39].
The years of life lost (YLL) were calculated by taking the difference between a maximum assumed life span of
86 years and subtracting that by the average age of death for each cause and multiplying it by the number of
deaths in each cause.
Costs
Hadler et al. also include estimates of cost of the Hepatitis B program [43]. They estimate that program cost
$76 million in program costs for the years 2002-2007 and that the undiscounted cost per future infection
averted and future death averted is $28.7 and $160. These are estimated using the total number of averted
deaths and not just the incremental averted deaths for the program. Our calculation of the results finds that
with a simple division, the total cost per future averted death is $111 ($76 million divided by 680,000 deaths)
and the total cost per averted DALY is $3.36 ($76 million divided by 22.64 million DALYs). We use the total
deaths averted instead of the incremental deaths averted due to the difficulty of establishing an estimate for
the incremental cost.
Box 3.1
Model Parameters and Assumptions








Perspective: Provider
Modeling approach: Convert averted deaths according to disease timeline
Timeframe: 2003-2009
Target population: Underfives in Western and Middle Provinces of China
Health outcomes: Morbidity and mortality from Hepatocellular Carcinoma, Cirrhosis
and fulminant infection.
Currency unit: US$
Summary measure of effect: Disability-adjusted life year (DALY)

Key Assumptions




The three causes of death: HCC, Cirrhosis and fulminant infection reflect the total
mortality envelope related to Hepatitis B infection.
The proportion of causes of death for the incremental averted mortality from Hepatitis
B are the same as the proportion for the total mortality from Hepatitis B.
Co-morbidity between causes of death are negligible.
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II. Results
Results from this modeling exercise are provided in the following table.
Table 3.1
Deaths
Averted
93,200

DALYs
Averted
3,100,000

Cost/HepB death
averted ([currency])
$111

ICER
($/DALY)
$3.33

I. Model Details
Disease burden
To estimate the disease burden from deworming, we begin with the estimates for the total number of
children treated for soil-transmitted helminthes (STH) (hookworm, whipworm and roundworm) and for
schistosomiasis. We assumed that if a child was treated for either of these parasites, then they were infected.
Since we did not know how many children were infected by each of the three types of STH, we apportioned
them to a parasite according to published estimates by Mwandawiro and colleagues [44]. For the fourth
parasite, schistosomiasis, we simply used the total number treated.
DALYs are calculated for each of the four parasites by using an average DALY per person estimate used by
Miguel and Kremer [45]. These are presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1
Parasite

DALY/person

1. Schistosomiasis

0.097

2. Hookworm

0.0013

3. Whipworm (T. trichuria)

0.0005

4. Roundworm (A. lumbricoides)

0.0004

Costs and Costs-effectiveness
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There has been a vibrant debate about the cost-effectiveness estimates for deworming. In general, these have
shown that deworming is a great value with a cost-effectiveness ratio of less than $100 per DALY averted.
The non-profit GiveWell has estimated that the cost-effectiveness ratio is between $29 to $70 per DALY
averted for schistosomiasis and the estimate for soil-transmitted helminthes is $82.54 per DALY averted. We
used costs that were provided by GiveWell of $0.37 per child treated per year for schistosomiasis and $0.085
per child treated per year for soil transmitted helminths [34].
Box 4.1
Model Parameters








Perspective: Provider
Modeling approach: Single-year cross-sectional prevalence
Timeframe: April 2013 – March 2014
Target population: School-age children in Kenya
Health outcomes: Morbidity from soil-transmitted helminth and schistosomiasis.
Currency unit: US$
Effect unit: Disability-adjusted life year (DALY)

Key Assumptions



All children treated for STH and schistosomiasis were infected.
Assume no overlap in infections between soil-transmitted helminthes (STH) parasites.

II. Results
Results from this modeling exercise are provided in the following table.
Table 4.2
Deaths
Averted
NA

DALYs
Averted
99,568

Cost/[unit] ([currency])

ICER
($/DALY)

$0.37 per child per year
(schistosomiasis), $0.085
per child per year (STH)

56.63

I. Background
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The past decade’s massive scale-up of malaria activities in Zambia has led to large health gains. We modeled
the DALYs and costs for this scale up in terms of health benefits to under five year olds in Zambia from
2001-2010.
II. Methods
With Scale-up from 2001-2010, there were an estimated 29,990 deaths averted from malaria in Zambia [46].
The year by year estimates of these deaths is seen in Figure 5.1. Of these, 96.1% came from vector control
and 3.9% came from prevention at pregnancy. DALYs were estimated using the GBD 2010 disability weight,
an average estimate of duration and an average age of death of 1.8 [39, 47, 48]. Costs were measured using
mean costs from the literature for ITN for vector control and IPT for pregnancy interventions [37].
Figure 5.1 Modeled Deaths Averted in Children in Zambia: 2001 - 2010
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Box 5.1
Model Parameters







Modeling approach: Year on year mortality envelope model
Timeframe: 2001 - 2010
Target population: Under five year olds in Zambia
Health outcomes: Morbidity and mortality from acute malaria
Currency unit: US$
Effect unit: Disability-adjusted life year (DALY)

Key Assumptions


All health impacts are encompassed through averted mortality. Additional impacts from
morbidity of those who do not die is no captured.
Source: [46]
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III. Results
Results from this modeling exercise are provided in the following table.
Table 5.1
Deaths
Averted
29,900

DALYs
Averted
2,525,579

Cost/[unit]
([currency])
$2.20 for ITN per
person per year;
$2.06 IPT per
pregnant woman
per year

ICER ($/DALY)
$13.50

I. Model Details
Piso Firme was originally introduced in 2000 in one state in Mexico, Coahuila, and was later adopted in more
states in 2003. Our model looks at the Mexican population determined to be in need of the Piso Firme
program and calculates the estimated health effects in terms of deaths and DALYs averted from the scaled up
program.
Disease burden
We begin by taking the estimate of the number Mexican households in need of Piso Firme. This figure is 3
million in 2000 according to Cattaneo et al., which represents 13.5% of the total households in the year 2000
[49]. We then apply this percentage to the total population to determine the total number of people who are
eligible for receiving Piso Firme.
We next modeled the total burden of diarrhea for the Piso Firme target population using information from
Velasquez et al. [50]. Here the incidence of diarrhea in a single year was 4,588 per 100,000 under five and the
mortality from diarrhea in a given year was 23.2 per 100,000 children under five. We made several strong
assumptions at this point that population, the force of infection and the force of mortality for diarrhea would
remain unchanged by age and over time.
To calculate YLDs for diarrhea, the cases were divided into whether they were mild, moderate or severe.
Lamberti et al. 2012 provides estimates for the distribution of mild, moderate and severe cases as well as for
the duration of each type of case [51]. The associated disability weights for each type of diarrhea were taken
from the Global Burden of Disease 2010 update [39].
The YLLs were calculated by applying the yearly mortality rate of diarrhea obtained from Velasquez et al.
2004 to the susceptible population. We assumed a maximum lifespan of 86 when calculating the total YLLs.
To then move to the avertable burden of diarrhea realized with Piso Firme, we introduced the effect estimate
from Cattaneo et al. [49]. This represented a 1.8% reduction in the incidence rate and mortality rate of
diarrhea. Because of our strong assumptions that the population and epidemiology do not vary from year to
year, the averted diarrhea disease burden is linear in time.
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Cost-effectiveness
Calculating, the cost-effectiveness for this program is beyond the scope of this exercise. Given the many
benefits of the Piso Firme program, it would require a large effort to accurately quantify the total benefits.
We have focused on the diarrhea disease burden because it is readily estimated with an effect estimate
(reduction in incidence) and background data to support modeling diarrhea in Mexican children over time.
We can, however, estimate that Piso Firme cost (Mexican peso) $16,253 million for the years 2007 to 2013.
In 2007 USD this is more than $1.2 billion.

Box 6.1
Model Parameters








Perspective: Provider
Modeling approach: Simulated cohort
Timeframe: 2007-2013
Target population: Mexican households with dirt floors and associated population under
6 years.
Health outcomes: Diarrhea morbidity and mortality
Currency unit: US$
Effect unit: Disability-adjusted life year (DALY)

Key Assumptions





Assume that household composition is the same for all households. Specifically, if the
household composition for those who are eligible for Piso Firme and for those who
aren’t varies, then our estimates will be off. There is a good chance that they do vary so
this would be a point for further investigation.
The population will remain unchanged over time. The population in 2000 was used as a
baseline.
The force of infection and mortality for diarrhea remains unchanged over time.

II. Results
Results from this modeling exercise are provided in the following table.
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Table 6.1

Deaths
Averted
408

DALYs
Averted
32,248

Cost/[unit]
([currency])
NA

ICER ($/DALY)
NA

I. Background
Recent enforcement of a helmet law in Vietnam has led to an attributable decline in deaths and serious
injuries [52]. At the time of this analysis, a cost-effectiveness study had not been conducted, although a recent
estimate has shown that the law has prevented a large amount of acute care costs and averted high levels of
income loss [53].
II. Methods
We took the aggregate figures for death and serious injury from the impact evaluation for the year 2008 and
used this to calculate DALYs. To do so, we apportioned deaths and serious injuries according to the age
distribution found in a study of road traffic deaths in Vietnam [54]. The disability weight for long-term
disability was used when calculating morbidity effects [39].
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To estimate the cost of the policy, we used an approach based on that of Bishai et al. [55]. We assumed there
would be infractions for 1% of motorcycle riders, police officers were able to issue 2,500 citations per year
and that the cost of the helmet was $2.00 [55-57].
Box 7.1
Model Parameters








Perspective: Provider
Modeling approach: Mortality envelope model
Timeframe: 2008
Target population: Entire population of Vietnam
Health outcomes: Injury and death from road traffic accidents
Currency unit: US$
Effect unit: Disability-adjusted life year (DALY)

Key Assumptions



The age distribution for deaths applies to serious injuries as well.
Estimates of deaths and serious injury are independent, at least in terms of DALY
calculation.

III. Results
Results from this modeling exercise are provided in the following table.
Table 7.1
Severe
Injury
Averted
2,495

Deaths
Averted
1,557

DALYs
Averted

Cost/[unit]
([currency])

90,582

$2.00 per helmet;
$1,027 salary for
police office in
2008.

ICER ($/DALY)

$1,248

I. Background
The Total Sanitation and Sanitation Marketing (TSSM) project is an effort in Indonesia to improve sanitation
and hygiene behavior. The program has been successful at increasing the access to toilets and reducing the
prevalence of diarrhea in children [58].
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II. Methods
Disease burden
The sanitation project has the potential to influence outcomes of diarrhea, helminth infection and acute
respiratory infection. In their study of the program, Cameron colleagues only find a significant impact on
outcomes for diarrhea between a treatment and control group. For this reason, only the averted burden from
diarrhea is modeled for burden and cost-effectiveness.
We use population estimates from the UN Population division to obtain the under five population for
Indonesia in 2010 [10]. Since we could only find the East Java population for 2010, we assume that it is
subject to the same population growth rate as the country as a whole and reduce the population to a 2007
estimate in order to obtain the 3 year effect of the sanitation program. We also assume that the proportion of
under fives to the population as a whole in 2007 is the same as that for 2010. The 2007 population estimate
for East Java is 35,965,040 with 10.4%, or 3,746,837 under fives.
There is a reported 4.6% prevalence of diarrhea in under fives for a control group, which is reduced to 3.3%
for under fives where sanitation was implemented [58]. To obtain years of life with disability (YLDs) from
diarrhea, we divide the diarrhea cases into mild, moderate and severe cases according to the percentages used
by Lamberti et al. [51]. This study also presents durations for each type of diarrhea and disease weights from
the global burden of disease project [39]. We present this information in Table 8.1.
Table 8.1
Type of Diarhhea

Percent of Cases*

Duration (days)*

Disease Weight**

1. Mild

64.8%

4.3

0.061

2. Moderate

34.7%

6.4

0.202

3. Severe

0.5%

8.4

0.281

Source:*[51], **[39]
Finally, we use a case-fatality rate of 0.15% for all cases of diarrhea, which is obtained from a study by Kosek
and colleagues to obtain the number of deaths in each situation of pre and post-sanitation intervention [59].
We use a maximum life expectancy of 86 years to obtain the averted years of life lost (YLLs) and do not
discount future YLLs gained.
Our four year estimate for deaths averted in under fives in East Java due to the sanitation program is 220,
which is equal to approximately 18,666 DALYs in the same period from diarrhea morbidity and life years
gained.
Cost-effectiveness
We find that the 4 year cost for the sanitation program was $13,989,000, or $78 per latrine) with 72% of this
figure coming from households, 21% coming from the program budget and a further 7% coming from the
government [60]. When dividing this estimate by the 4 year total DALYs averted, we arrive at a costeffectiveness ratio of $749 per DALY averted. If we subtract out the household contributions of $10,000,000,
then the cost-effectiveness ration drops further to $213 per DALY averted.
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Our estimates of cost-effectiveness for the sanitation program may be biased upward since there are most
likely non-diarrhea health benefits that occur as well. We also only model the cross-sectional costeffectiveness, that is, the costs and effects only realized in the 4 year program period, though there are likely
to be effects of the program that last well into the future.

Box 8.1
Model Parameters and Assumptions








Perspective: Provider
Modeling approach: Simulated cohort
Timeframe: 2007-2010
Target population: East Java Indonesia, population under 5
Health outcomes: Diarrhea morbidity and mortality
Currency unit: US$
Effect unit: Disability-adjusted life year (DALY)

Key Assumptions



Case-fatality rate does not change for a change in diarrhea prevalence.
The population in East Java grows at the same rate as that of the whole country and has
the same proportion of children under five.

III. Results
Results from this modeling exercise are provided in the following table.
Table 8.2
Deaths
Averted
220

DALYs
Averted
18,666

Cost/[unit]
([currency])
$78 per latrine

ICER ($/DALY)
213

I. Background
Using a modeling approach and the SimSmoke model applied in Thailand, Levy and colleagues find that
tobacco policies have potentially prevented many tobacco-related deaths [61].
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II. Methods
Disease Burden
We began by taking the information for smoking related deaths from the GBD project for Thailand in 1990,
1995, 2000 and 2005. This included deaths from: 1) tracheus and lung cancer, 2) COPD and 3)
cardiovascular and circulatory disease [62]. The amount of deaths that each of these contributed to overall
smoking deaths was then taking as a yearly proportion in each of the time periods and a linear trend was used
to interpolate estimates between years.
The total deaths that we find in our model is different from the reported deaths in Levy et al. by 2,510 [61].
Given that this represents a low percentage of the total deaths, we are confident that our model is relatively
accurate.
Costs
Estimating the costs of fiscal policies such as taxation are difficult. We take an estimate from Ransom et al.
that a tax policy is likely to cost 0.005% of GDP [63]. We thus apply this percentage to the GDP for
Thailand from 1991-2006. This leads to a total cost of $24,995,000 over the time period for the tax policy.

Box 9.1
Model Parameters








Perspective: Provider
Modeling approach: Cohort model
Timeframe: 1991-2006
Target population: Entire Thai population, ages 15 and over
Health outcomes: Mortality and morbidity from COPD, Lung Cancer, and
Cardiovascular Disease
Currency unit: US$
Effect unit: Disability-adjusted life year (DALY)

III. Results
Results from this modeling exercise are provided in the following table.
Table 9.1
Deaths
Averted
29,357

DALYs
Averted
541,695

Cost/[unit]
([currency])
0.005% of GDP
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ICER ($/DALY)
75.40

I. Background
Avahan is an HIV prevention program that has been introduced in 83 districts in Southern India. The
program has an in situ economic component where researchers have published the realized health impact and
resource usage of the program. The costs, health impacts effects and cost-effectiveness have been estimated
and published in a study in the Lancet Global Health in 2014 [64].
II. Methods
We relied heavily on the published estimates of averted burden and cost-effectiveness in the analysis of total
averted burden and cost-effectiveness for the Millions Saved report.
Disease burden
An estimate of the averted disease burden in terms of disability adjusted life years (DALYs) was reported for
22 Avahan districts for the years 2004-2008. Using the total DALYs averted for the 22 districts DT,22 and the
total infections averted for the 22 districts IT,22 we derived an average number of DALYs averted per
infection Di:
𝐷𝑖 = 𝐷𝑇,22 ÷ 𝐼𝑇,22

(1)

We then used the average DALY per infection to estimate the total DALYs averted for all 83 districts DT,83
using the extrapolated estimate of total infections averted for all 83 districts IT,83 in the following equation:
𝐷𝑇,83 = 𝐷𝑖 × 𝐼𝑇,83

(2)

Cost-effectiveness
The cost of resource use was also provided in the published work by Vassall et al. [64]. The total cost per
averted infection Ci was used from Table 10.1 of this article as the best estimate of the cost for the fully
scaled program. The cost-effectiveness ratio (CER) was calculated as the total cost per averted infection
divided by the total averted DALYs according to the following equation.
𝐼𝐶𝐸𝑅83 = (𝐼𝑇,83 × 𝐶𝑖 ) ÷ 𝐷𝑇,83

(3)

Given that each term in the numerator and the denominator is an incremental measure (they are “averted”),
they implicitly account a counterfactual scenario where no Avahan program is implemented and thus the
CER is labeled an incremental CER (ICER) in equation 3. Specific details on the scope of the modeling
approach are described in Box 10.1.
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Box 10.1
Model Parameters








Perspective: Provider
Modeling approach: Linear extrapolation
Timeframe: 2004-2008
Target population: Entire population in Avahan program area in 83 Indian districts
Health outcomes: HIV infections
Currency unit: 2011 US$
Effect unit: Disability-adjusted life year (DALY)

Key Assumptions


The efficiency of the Avahan programme in the sampled districts can be extrapolated to
non-sampled districts as well.

III. Results
The reported estimate of 202,000 infections averted yielded an average estimate of 17.19 DALYs per averted
infection and 3,471,973 total DALYs averted for the years 2004-2008 for the scaled-up Avahan program in
83 districts. The total cost per averted infection was reported as $785 (2011 US$), which gives a $46/DALY
averted (all shown in Table 10.1). This estimate is the same as that reported by Vassall et al. as their base case
estimate using total provider costs. This is the expected result given the simple linear extrapolation approach
used [64].
Table 10.1
Infections
Averted
202,000

Deaths
Averted
NA

DALYs
Averted
3,471,973
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Cost/HIV
infection averted
(2011 US$)

ICER ($/DALY)

$785

46

